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Summary


doTerra has been identified as a risky opportunity by Intelligence Commissioner users. We’ve received over 5 complaints against doTerra.




DoTerra response to the allegations and controversies has been far from satisfactory in the midst of the allegations and controversies. Instead of taking a strong stance against distributors who make false medical claims, the brand focuses on the legality of these claims. Simply recognizing the illegality is insufficient to address the harm caused by misinformation and pseudoscience.
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			Key Takeaways
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	doTerra has lost investors thousands of dollars

									
	doTerra website owner is anonymous

									
	Vague terms of service
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			Is doTerra Regulated? Do They Have a License?
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In the world of essential oils, doTerra has emerged as a prominent player, offering a wide range of products that claim to promote wellness and improve various aspects of life. 

However, recent allegations and controversies surrounding the brand have raised questions about the legitimacy of their claims. In this investigative article, we delve deep into the doTerra saga to uncover the truth behind the accusations of scams and misleading practices.

doTerra distributors have come under fire for making baseless and illegal medical claims about their products. One such example is the promotion of doTerra’s Immortelle essential oil blend as an eyesight improver. Despite the lack of any scientific evidence supporting this assertion, distributors have been touting it as a miracle solution. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Act explicitly prohibits the marketing of products with unsubstantiated medical claims, yet doTerra seems to have turned a blind eye to these practices.





“While our products can be used to promote a healthier lifestyle and achieve certain wellness benefits, they cannot be used or marketed as capable of preventing, treating, or curing any disease or symptoms associated with a disease.” – doTerra response






This response from doTerra fails to address the specific claims made by their distributors and lacks a strong denouncement of these misleading practices. The company merely highlights the illegality of marketing with medical claims without explicitly disavowing the notion that Immortelle improves eyesight.




Harassment and Legal Threats




The story takes a darker turn when Canadian anti-MLM content creator Mallory reports being harassed by a doTerra distributor named Samantha Lotus. Mallory attended Lotus’ online class where attendees were promised to learn how to improve their eyesight through various factors such as diet, lifestyle, and mind-body connection. After paying $11 for the class, Mallory found herself subjected to pseudoscientific explanations and potentially dangerous advice. When Mallory reached out to doTerra on Twitter to report the distributor’s claims, the response was slow and inadequate.




In a Twitter thread, Mallory alleges that Lotus harassed her on multiple social media platforms and even threatened legal action. doTerra’s subsequent statement claimed to have taken immediate action to review the distributor’s statements, but the company did not clarify whether Lotus is still associated with doTerra. Mallory’s experience raises concerns about the brand’s handling of complaints and the potential for distributors to engage in predatory behavior without facing consequences.




COVID-19 Claims and Fines




Adding to the list of controversies, doTerra distributors have been fined for making bogus COVID-19 claims. Three distributors were fined $15,000 each for promoting doTerra products as a cure or prevention for the virus. Mallory, the anti-MLM content creator, claims to have reported Lotus to doTerra for similar conduct in the past, but her report was allegedly ignored. The company’s inaction until major news publications picked up the story raises questions about their commitment to addressing false claims and protecting consumers.




However, recent allegations and controversies surrounding the brand have raised questions about the legitimacy of their claims. In this investigative article, we delve deep into the doTerra saga to uncover the truth behind the accusations of scams and misleading practices.




The lack of regulation or the presence of poor regulation is a huge red flag. It means doTerra is a scam and most likely, an illegal operation. 




Companies offering investment services or opportunities without having a license can vanish without leaving a trace. Furthermore, the lack of a regulatory license allows them to get away with it and face no legal consequences. 




That’s why it’s vital for you to always check a company’s regulation status as well as its license information. The presence of a license allows consumers to reach out to an authority if something goes wrong. 




In the case of doTerra, victims have nowhere to go due to the absence of a watchdog or license.




You should ask yourself the following questions when you come across a new investment firm or opportunity: 




	Does the investment provider maintain transparency about its CEO?
	Do they have a license from a renowned regulatory authority? 
	If the need arises, can I reach out to an authority to report this company as a scam?
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(Source)
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			Trading Conditions and Deposit/Withdrawal Methods at doTerra
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In the realm of e-commerce, the availability of diverse payment methods plays a crucial role in customer convenience. doTerra offers several payment options, including credit cards, debit cards, and PayPal. However, customer reviews indicate occasional difficulties with payment processing and delays in receiving refunds. These issues further contribute to the growing discontent among customers.




However, it’s worth noting that many scammers disable their payment channels before shutting down their operations. 




They might give you multiple reasons including: 




	A technical error
	A glitch in their system
	Banking issues
	A “hacking attack”





And many others. 




But in 9/10 cases, the scammers actually stop making payments and keep the money to themselves. Hence, the payment methods we discussed here might not work.




If you want to get your money back from a scammer, you’d need to file a chargeback.
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			doTerra Customer Service: Do They Handle Complaints Well?
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A significant aspect of assessing a company’s credibility lies in how they handle customer complaints. Unfortunately, numerous reports suggest that doTerra’s customer service leaves much to be desired. Many customers have expressed frustration with the lack of responsiveness and resolution when addressing their concerns. This lack of accountability raises concerns about the brand’s commitment to customer satisfaction.
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When it comes to scammers, you should only measure the quality of their customer service if they respond to your complaint. 




In the beginning, scammers tend to remain very accessible. 




This means their representatives will keep calling you until you invest with them. Furthermore, they will act friendly and make it seem as if you’re one of their most valuable consumers. 




However, they do all this just to win your trust. 




Scammers understand that in order to convince someone to give them a large sum, they will need to seem like a friend. 




Nevertheless, when you have invested a considerable amount of money and need to get it back, their customer support will become inaccessible. 




All of a sudden, their numbers would either stop responding or become unavailable. 




Still, they might remain accessible to convince you to invest further. Also, they might begin by making a few excuses regarding your payment. 




However, in the end, the customer support won’t resolve your issues and become increasingly unavailable. 




Join The Whistleblower Program


If you have information on a scam or criminal operation, you can get access to 40+ investigative journalists & news outlets for free. Send us a detailed report here and if you qualify, we will forward your case ahead.





Send Anonymous Tip
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			doTerra Reviews: What Do Others Say?
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Taking a closer look at online reviews and testimonials, we find a mixed bag of opinions regarding doTerra. While some customers praise the quality of the products and their positive effects, others express disappointment with the lack of results and the high prices. It is worth noting that MLM companies often rely on a network of distributors, and experiences can vary depending on individual interactions. However, the recurring theme of misleading claims and inadequate customer support is cause for concern.




It’s worth noting that many scammers tend to purchase fake reviews. Buying fake reviews has become extremely easy and it’s a multi-million dollar industry. 




Scammers like doTerra tend to purchase fake reviews for their online profiles to make themselves seem more credible. 




TIME Magazine investigated the fake review industry and estimated it to be worth more than $150 million. Certainly, there are a ton of scammers who want to seem legitimate and a bunch of fake reviews is the most effective way to do so. 




That’s why you shouldn’t trust doTerra reviews easily. 




It’s easy to identify fake reviews as well. You should look out for 5-star reviews that are posted by temporary accounts (profiles which only posted 1 or 2 reviews on the platform). Also, you should see if the positive reviews share any detailed information about their experience with the firm or not. 




In the case of doTerra, chances are, you wouldn’t find many legitimate reviews. 




Another prominent way scammers like doTerra enhance their credibility is by burying negative reviews and complaints under a lot of fake reviews. 




This way, when you’ll look up “doTerra reviews”, you might not find many complaints. Or, you might find them buried within numerous reviews praising doTerra.
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You should always look out for consumer complaints. In the case of doTerra, the most common complaints I found were about: 




	Poor customer support
	Delays in payments
	High fees and charges
	Lack of transparency regarding their leadership team
	Aggressive sales staff





Do you have a similar complaint about doTerra? You can share your complaint in the comment section or submit an anonymous tip. 
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			Is doTerra Legit Or Scam?
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In this investigative piece, we have delved deep into the doTerra controversy, uncovering allegations of scams, misleading claims, and inadequate customer support. The brand’s response to these issues has been lackluster, leaving many unanswered questions and concerns. As consumers, it is crucial to remain vigilant, question dubious claims, and demand transparency from companies like doTerra. By staying informed and holding businesses accountable, we can protect ourselves and ensure the integrity of the wellness industry.




doTerra is an unregulated entity. Although they might fall under the jurisdiction of a watchdog, they don’t have the license to offer financial services to consumers. 




The lack of a license means they are not answerable to any regulatory authority. As a result, the people behind doTerra can run away with your money without any prior notice. You should be extremely cautious when dealing with an unregulated service provider.




The absence of a watchdog also means you cannot report to them to anyone. 




Also, due to the absence of specific regulations, there is no provision protecting you from the insolvency of this entity. If they go bankrupt, you won’t be able to do anything about it. 




Can You Trust doTerra?




All the evidence suggests that doTerra is a scam. If you have lost money to them, there is still a chance you can get it back. 




To recover your funds, you’d need to file a chargeback. 
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			Frequently Asked Questions
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Is doTerra a scam?
According to the online reviews of this company, it’s highly probable that doTerra is a scam. You should exercise caution when dealing with them.


Can I withdraw money from doTerra?
Yes, you can withdraw your funds from doTerra by getting in touch with one our experts. Get your money back immediately.


Where is doTerra Located?
doTerra is located at Pleasant, Grove, Utah, United States.


How do I get my money back from doTerra?
To get your money back from doTerra, you can file a chargeback. Learn more here.
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			How The doTerra Online Scam Works
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Launch a website/app with a generic name
A website or app with a generic name allows scammers to hide behind common Google search results. Marketing such names is easier as well.














Pay influencers & social media pages to promote the scheme
By getting influencers and social media pages to promote their brand, scammers make their shady company seem more legit than it actually is.














Send thousands of emails and make cold calls to potential victims
It’s common for scammers to buy the contact details of people and spam them through email, phone calls, social media messages and other means.














Make victims feel safe through “small wins”
Such small wins usually include a few payments transferred into the victim’s account. This makes them seem more legitimate.














Convince victims into investing large sums of money
Due to the small wins, the victim is now convinced that the company is legit. Now, the scammers try to manipulate the victim into giving them larger sums. 














Disable withdrawals & take down the website/app
Once the scammers have recieved a signicant sum, they either stop responding or cite a technical error to freeze their victims’ funds.














Repeat the cycle
After making the money, the scam will shut down and the people running it will launch another and repeat the cycle.
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			Intelligence Commissioner Authorized Online Investments
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											Bottom Line

										Great for beginners 				

										
											Pros

										Low-cost				

										
											Cons

										Requires long-term commitment				
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										Educational newsletter with exclusive investment insights				
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											Bottom Line

										Perfect for forex traders				

										
											Pros

										Easy to start				

										
											Cons

										Requires familiarity with forex trading				

										
											Features

										Legitimate and licensed crypto and forex trading platform				
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													Best Customer Support
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											Bottom Line

										Suitable for large-investments				

										
											Pros

										Can generate high-profit				

										
											Cons

										Requires experience and skill				

										
											Features

										Internationally renowned forex broker with decades of experience				
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                                          Get Your Money Back            	      Free consultation	          
          If you’ve lost money with doTerra , we can help you get your funds back. Schedule a free consultation with our team of experts and we will have a look.
		
                          	Contact us	            
        
      
	

An expert will get in touch with you within 48 hours.
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			Don't Let The Scammers Win!

		

				

				
				
			If you are a victim of any online scam, reach out to our team of experts using the button below. 
We will provide an expert consultation free of charge. 
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Book A Free Consultation

[email protected]

250 Parkway Drive, Suite 150 Lincolnshire, IL 60069
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